Repeat Bars - repeat this section

First & Second Endings (take 1st ending 1st time and repeat to last repeat bar then take 2nd ending)

Sign or Segno

Usually when you are in the repeat under a D.S. or D.C. you take 2nd ending only

Fine - The End

D.S. al Fine

Dal Segno a Fine
(D.S. al Fine)
Go back to last segno, and play until you see Fine.

First & Second Endings (take 1st ending 1st time and repeat to last repeat bar (or beginning) then take 2nd ending)

To Coda Sign - Jump to the Coda

Usually when you are in the repeat under a D.S. or D.C. you take 2nd ending only

D.C. al Coda

Da Capo (D.C.) al Coda
Go to Beginning and at the TO CODA sign - go to CODA

Coda is an additional Ending

Heavy Double Bar Line
Means THE END
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